
When the Department of Defense selected Barrett Firearms to 
provide M107 rifles for Army war fighters, they insisted that the 
rifles be marked with a IUID label. As a result, Barrett, which 
designs and manufactures large-caliber rifles and is an innovator in 
optics for long-range shooters, was faced with a challenge. Barrett 
needed a single-source IUID solutions provider who could assist with hardware and software, as well as registering 
assets with the IUID Registry.
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Barrett contacted A2B Tracking to organize a complete IUID implementation plan. A2B Tracking went to work to 
provide Barrett with a system that leveraged the company’s operational functions. A2B Tracking provided IUID 
identification, marking and registering. A2B hardware was used to create labels that met military and ISO standards. 
The labels had to be durable enough to withstand the harsh environments where the rifles would be utilized. Since it 
was a low volume of product to be used, rather than direct part marking, durable polyester labels were used. 

IT personnel were able to set up both the hardware and software needed to implement the IUID strategy. The 
manufacturing department was able to apply the labels and use an IUID Registry test site before uploading all of the 
data to the IUID Registry.

Barrett was able to accomplish all of the tasks required to complete the IUID implementation plan with A2B Tracking 
to successfully meet all requirements necessary for the Department of Defense.  

A2B offers a comprehensive, integrated asset identification, marking and tracking solutions that are configured to 
meet IUID compliance requirements of military contractors and asset managers, which is just what it did with Barrett. 
 
A2B offers a comprehensive service to military contractors, which includes:
 • High definition data capture, IUID creation and registration
 • Industry-leading data management hardware and software
 • Personnel training for quick and effective IUID implementation
 • Software upgrades and ongoing tech support
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